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Executive Summary 

The increasing adoption of eCommerce and mCommerce provide today’s consumers with an unprecedented amount of information to make 

purchasing decisions, as well as new fulfillment options (like purchase online and pickup in store). 

Consumers have all the information they need on smartphones and tablets to quickly compare and contrast competitive products, narrow down 

selection criteria, and make complex decisions, all without speaking to a sales representative or setting foot in a retail storefront. 

This new paradigm is creating a belief on the part of consumers that they 

have more leverage over the purchasing process than they have had in 

the past. They can find multiple sources of the same product or identify 

obscure or alternative product selections that they may not have considered 

without access to the Internet. This belief is putting price pressure on retail 

channels. Consumers want increased product selection, faster delivery, and 

better service… at a lower cost.

Conventional wisdom suggests that consumers can ask for faster or better or 

cheaper, but not all three. How low can prices go without sacrificing quality? 

Can distributors provide world-class service at commodity prices?

Does this trend put the consumer-driven retail supply chain on a collision course with shoppers’ ever-rising expectations? Or, is it possible for 

distributors to offer retail customers “more for less?” 

Our experience indicates that there is, indeed, room for improvement. At HighJump, our partnerships with thousands of distribution companies, 

trading partners, and 3PL providers around the world show that a combination of supply chain network optimization, business process 

optimization, and IT investments can yield a supply chain that delivers goods faster through a greater number of channels. 

This white paper offers insight into how distributors can improve customer service while cutting costs, by leveraging appropriate technologies 

to take greater control of their business processes and enhance supplier/customer collaboration. 

Today’s Omnichannel Retail Supply Chain

The most basic enabler of today’s omnichannel retail capabilities is accurate, real-time data across the supply chain. This is the critical factor 

that determines how and when an item can be fulfilled. It also provides the best predictor of the cost of fulfillment to the supply chain and the 

price to the consumer. 
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To that end, supply chains (not just retailers) require integrated systems that expose inventory data and provide forecast visibility that extends 

from the point of purchase to the factory floor. Consumers don’t care who makes it or how it is shipped: “Just tell me when it will be delivered 

or where I can pick it up!”

Relating to the increasing need of supply chains to provide omnichannel capabilities, PricewaterhouseCoopers calls today’s omnichannel retail 

supply chain “total retail.” Consumers can now transact business with retailers at any point in the purchase/return process over multiple 

channels (websites, storefronts, catalogs). 

In this context, “independent” (that is, nonintegrated) and inflexible channels and data systems are doomed. Retailers and distributors must 

build new supply chains that are capable of rapid adaptation to market conditions; e.g., disruptive service enhancements like parcel drones 

and free two-day shipping. This adaptability is no longer a differentiating strategy for distributors—it’s “a strategy for survival” according to 

PricewaterhouseCoopers.

In addition to systems, supply chains require real-time, end-to-end access 

to supply chain and inventory data, plus analytics to plan for success and 

adjust instantly and accurately to trading partner and customer demands. 

Vendor scorecards emphasize that distributors are under intense scrutiny 

in how well they can:

 n Competitively pick, pack, ship, and deliver accurately and on-time

 n Handle multi-channel orders accurately

 n Keep product/inventory data current and accurate

 n Manage a rapidly changing inventory

 n Respond to the data synchronization needs of supply chain partners

 n Deal with demand spikes and seasonality

Maximizing customer satisfaction means leveraging improved visibility into inventory and processes to ensure order accuracy and on-time 

shipment while meeting supply chain partners’ information needs. Minimizing costs means minimizing “touches” – both human and electronic – 

on orders. What is required to achieve these goals is technology that lets distributors optimize critical fulfillment processes, as well as space 

and labor in the warehouse, without adding to the burden of IT complexity. 

Optimizing Omnichannel Fulfillment Operations

When designing and implementing systems to enable omnichannel capabilities, business processes must encompass the need for efficient, 

integrated communication of commitments around materials purchasing, payment, and the direction of movement between points in the supply 

chain. Systems must also enable efficient operational processes to reduce the cost of meeting those commitments: 

 n Retailer communication:  Trading partners measure capabilities based on historical responsiveness and accuracy. Commitments to 

purchase are often communicated through electronic data interchange (EDI). The first step is to integrate EDI communication into existing 

ERP systems (on both sides of the transaction) so that order data is accurately reflected in those systems and immediately exposed to the 

organization. 

 n Picking & packing efficiency:  A myriad of warehouse automation and automatic identification technologies are orchestrated by 

Warehouse Management Systems (WMS). The key to implementing efficient operational processes and reducing warehouse costs per 

transaction is to reduce the amount of labor associated with inventory movement. This can only be achieved by using software that 

optimizes the aggregation of product movement in a warehouse or the improvement of inventory conveyance from point A to point B. 
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 n Industry compliance:  Whether serial and lot tracking, managing expiry, or keeping a log of transactional information, regulatory 

measures continue to weigh on the supply chain. Efficient systems incorporate attribute data into the physical process in the most efficient 

manner possible. In fact, new DSCSA requirements mandate that attributes need to be auditable and included in EDI communications. 

Thus, systems must provide the highest levels of accuracy to ensure compliance. 

 n Small parcel shipping:  Shipping compliance is becoming more complex with the introduction of DIM (dimensional) rating across all of 

the major carriers. In addition, the terms and conditions of different service levels, as well as carrier compliance labeling and shipment 

documentation, make shipping a significant cost center and bottleneck in most distribution and manufacturing companies. Rather than 

incorporating shipping silos into outbound processes, efficient systems manage shipping data in the background, thus integrating shipping 

complexities without burdening outbound physical processes. This makes the shipping process transparent to the user and eliminates 

critical bottlenecks during seasonal spikes. 

For small to mid-sized participants in the omnichannel supply chain, legacy ERP systems tend to organize around accounting functions to meet 

regulatory requirements for financial reporting. They do not incorporate the robust features required to integrate EDI communications, eliminate 

process bottlenecks, reduce materials handling costs, and minimize shipment costs. 

Many have stitched together best-of-breed solutions that “chugged along” during the past few decades, which supported profitable supply 

chain interaction under retail distribution models. However, they are finding that those solutions are buckling under the increased volume 

pressure created by omnichannel models.

The Blueprint for Success 

Successful implementation of new systems and processes in an omnichannel environment requires:

 n The appropriate monitoring and tracking of KPIs so that supply chain issues can be predicted and managed rather than “apologized for.” 

 n The ability to build reliable processes that further reduces supply chain variability. 

 n The elimination of human decision and touch points wherever actions can be automated. 

 n Integration between supply chain applications and data wherever possible, to eliminate the need to transcribe data or create silos that both 

bottleneck organizational processes and invalidate data accuracy. 

In addition to optimizing network communications through the use of integrated EDI communications, optimizing operational efficiencies 

requires the use an integrated supply chain execution solution (SCE), which incorporates a warehouse management solution (WMS) that drives 

multiple efficiencies and improves the speed and accuracy with which materials are managed in the distribution center. 

For example, a configurable WMS is key to managing and automating the complexities associated with omnichannel order types; i.e., drop-

shipping, direct-to-consumer, retail replenishment, and wholesale. 

A WMS can optimize omnichannel fulfillment by enabling distributors to:

 n Minimize product touches. Product dimension and weight data allows the WMS to predetermine carton size. Items on orders can be 

efficiently aggregated for packing station consumption or picked directly into shipping containers. 

 n Efficient Shipping. Integrated small parcel and LTL carrier rate selection and manifesting can drive efficiencies by printing carrier labels at 

the right point in the outbound order fulfillment process. Shipments can be automatically rated and consolidated to optimize costs. 

 n Minimize travel. WMS analytics enable distributors to organize the warehouse so that unit, case, and pallet pick fulfillment can be 

treated in different “work streams” for optimal efficiency, yet remain flexible enough to allow the operator to consolidate picks during off-

peak operations. 
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 n Utilize RF, Voice or automated picking technology, leveraging optimal picking methods. Leading WMS solutions empower the 

workforce with handheld devices that support automatic identification during the picking process—increasing order accuracy and inventory 

visibility to near 100%. Based on order types and available space, distributors can coordinate the optimal combination of picking methods 

(discrete order picking, wave/cluster picking, batch picking, zone picking). 

 n Minimize shipping expense. WMS software can automatically “shop” the available shipping options for lowest rate at desired service 

level, enforcing compliance with policies set by customer service and eliminating a process silo that bottlenecks the warehouse operation.

 n Reduce out-of-stocks. Accurate inventory by bin location in the warehouse and the allocation of inventory at the warehouse level 

enables the accurate assignment of inventory to orders as well as the proper orchestration of bin replenishments to meet organizational 

commitments (whether contractual or implied). 

 n Maximize productivity. Optimizing warehouse labor in an omnichannel environment is absolutely critical. The increased demands for 24-

hour (or less) service means improving customer service metrics in the face of price pressure expectations. Visibility into key performance 

metrics is a prerequisite to effectively managing employee productivity. 

 n Excel at drop-shipping. eCommerce drop-shipments comprise an increasing amount of retail activity. The expectation is that the 

distributor will fulfill a retail drop shipment with the same commitment to service as if it were shipped from the retailer’s warehouse. 

Communication between retailer and drop-shipper is usually facilitated through EDI and requires compliance with retail specific packing 

slips, return labels, shipment routing, coupons, etc. A WMS is the engine that efficiently integrates all of the compliance elements of a 

drop-ship program, in addition to the promise of fulfillment within expected lead times. 

 n Streamline document interchange. The WMS can integrate seamlessly with your enterprise resource planning (ERP) system, as well 

as automate transactions with supply chain partners using electronic data interchange (EDI) – a capability mandated by more and more 

retailers and manufacturers. Integration among WMS, ERP, and EDI will reduce or eliminate manual data entry errors and chargebacks, 

greatly accelerate transaction processing, streamline onboarding of new trading partners, and increase productivity without increasing 

staff. 

Of course, accelerating time-to-value and maximizing ROI for a SCE solution takes not just adaptable software, but also aligning it with each 

distributor’s unique workflows. The SCE vendor, in partnership with the distributor, can determine and implement best practices for system and 

warehouse configuration. 

Conclusion

Your company needs to move quickly, manage more channels 

than ever, and keep up with consumers’ demands of faster, 

better, and cheaper. In the face of these challenges, a 

comprehensive and flexible omnichannel distribution strategy is 

a must.

This is not an easy challenge to overcome when competitiveness 

is at an all-time high, with intense pressure to build customer 

loyalty, enrich customers’ experiences, and capture demand 

from multiple demand sources. In many cases, the pressure to 

consistently deliver on shrinking delivery windows and other 

variables that have come with these new expectations, have resulted in razor-thin margins.

What does this mean for suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, and retailers? In many cases, the lines between each are fading. Whether or 

not your outfit manages one or all of these functions, it is increasingly important that your technology strategy is ready to face these evolving 

complexities to keep up with consumer behavior. 
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ABOUT ACCELLOS, a HighJump product
Accellos is a global provider of software solutions specifically designed for the 
unique needs of logistics service providers and midsized businesses. Over 4,000 
companies trust Accellos to be the technology backbone of their global supply 
chains. Accellos provides solutions for warehouse management systems (WMS), 
third party logistics (3PL), fleet management, transportation management systems 
(TMS), trading partner integration (EDI), retail store operations, automated barcode 
data collection, parcel shipping, transportation optimization and supply chain 
business intelligence. Accellos solutions are built on the AccellosOne platform, 
a modern technology platform featuring a user-friendly interface and simplified 
technical administration. For more information, email info@accellos.com or visit 
www.accellos.com. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
email info@accellos.com  

or visit www.accellos.com

© Accellos, a HighJump product              

For more information about how a fully integrated supply chain solution can support your omnichannel business, visit www.accellos.com and 

www.highjump.com.

About HighJump Software
AccellosOne Warehouse Management System (WMS), a HighJump Product, optimizes warehouse processes, equipment, and space to drive 

an efficient, accurate, and scalable warehouse environment. AccellosOne WMS is the most configurable and functional warehouse software 

solution built for the mid-market, with certified integrations to the most popular ERP packages.

Trusted by over 700 customers in 27 countries, AccellosOne WMS is available on-premises or in a cloud-based software as a service (SaaS) 

model and is built on a modern technology platform featuring a user-friendly interface and simplified technical administration. The single 

platform includes automated barcode data collection, business intelligence, parcel shipping, and trading partner integration (EDI). HighJump 

Software supports more than 14,000 customers in 77 countries, ranging from small businesses to global enterprises.

For 35 years, iCepts Technology Group, Inc. has been working with
wholesale distributors, manufacturers and other industries with various
supply chain management technologies in order to help these 
organizations achieve greater efficiencies, streamline their unique
business processes, and gain access to vital business reporting to 
stay competitive and profitable.
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